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                Data Recovery

                Fix various data loss problems: recover deleted files or partitions; recover data from corrupted partition, RAID and virtual disks.

                learn more
            

            
                
                Partition Manager

                Quickly resize, extend and split partitions without data loss to make the best use of hard drive capacity.

                learn more
            

            
                
                Backup & Restore

                Safely clone & image disk and partitions for data protection or disk upgrade, no complicated skills are required.

                learn more
            

            
                
                Disk Utilities

                Check & repair bad sectors; Completely wipe hard drive data; Convert dynamic disk to basic; View hard disk S.M.A.R.T. info.

                
                learn more
            

        

    

    
        
            Why Our Users Love DiskGenius?

            
                
                The program can not only be used for managing partitions, but also for recovering data, formatting, creating and deleting partitions.

            

            
                
                DiskGenius is an easy-to-use hard drive manager which can create, resize, split, extend, clone or recover partitions.

            

        

    

    
        
            
                We All Love DiskGenius!
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                                    The data recovery function is amazing! I have a 2TB external drive which couldn't be opened due to sudden power failure. It recovered data without problem, but recovery services from other company ask several hundred dollars to recover data. DiskGenius is the most cost-effective product!
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                                    Your tech support team is excellent. I got problem when recovering lost partitions with this tool, your experts helped me get them back via remote assistance. Thanks you!
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                                    There was only one C drive on my hard drive when the laptop was bought. DiskGenius helped me split C drive into two partitions, so now I can save personal data separated from system partition.
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                                    DiskGenius is awesome! I have a 500GB external hard drive which turns inaccessible in My Computer and reports 'File or directory is corrupted and unreadable'. When I launched DiskGenius I can see all files in my external drive, so I copy all files to computer. Your software saved nearly 300G data for me! Many many thanks!
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                                    AMERICAS

                                    	Canada - (English)
	Canada - (Français)
	United States - (English)


                                

                                
                                    MIDDLE EAST AND AFRICA

                                    	Middle East and Africa - (English) 


                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    EUROPE

                                    
                                        	Belgique - (Français)
	België - (English) 
	Deutschland - (Deutsch)
	Europe - (English)
	France - (Français)
	Nederland - (English)
	United Kingdom - (English)


                                        	Nordics - (English) 
	Österreich - (Deutsch)
	Polska - (English) 
	Portugal - (English)
	Schweiz - (Deutsch)
	Suisse - (Français)
	Россия - (English) 


                                    

                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    ASIA PACIFIC

                                    	Australia - (English) 
	India - (English)
	New Zealand (English) 
	Philippines - (English) 
	Singapore - (English) 
	대한민국 - (English)
	日本- (日本語)
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